
Multi-Race 
Bundles



Hello!
I am Eric Cone

I love helping organizations grow and 
solve complex problems! 

You can find me at:
eric@runsignup.com 
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How can you use Multi-race 
Bundling?
▷ Challenges across multiple races
▷ Race Series
▷ Season Pass
▷ Cross Selling
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Why Bundle Races?
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Benefits of Bundles

Reduced Marketing Cost
You already have spent 
money to get people to 
sign-up. With bundles, 
people are able to sign-up 
for more races at the 
conversion time with less 
effort. 

Better Data Management
You don’t have to import 
participants into each races 
after they have signed up 
for a bundle. This also 
means participants can edit 
their own data at anytime 
without the race’s 
involvement.

Joint Ventures
With Multi-race Bundles, 
two or more organizations 
can create their own series 
or challenge without fear of 
sharing all participant data. 
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Why 
RunSignup’s 
Bundles?
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Why our bundle vs. another 
race setup?
▷ No need to import data from the bundle race to actual races.

▷ Accounting is easier to trace as the funds show by actual race not the 
bundle.

▷ Participants only answer one t-shirt question and can edit it anytime.

▷ BIB and corral assignments can be automated.

▷ New ways to market older offerings.

▷ New partnerships can be formed.
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Multi-Race Bundles

Allows race directors to 
immediately see all of the 
bundles they have set-up 
with participant totals, 
availability dates, pricing, 
and races included.
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Multi-Race Bundle  Setup - Basics

Create a new multi-race bundle by providing the name, availability dates, and 
if you only want the bundle to show on the primary race.
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Multi-Race Bundle  Setup Included 
Races & Events
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After setting the primary 
details up, you will need to 
select which races and 
events are included in the 
bundle along with the min 
and max number of races 
included.



Multi-Race Bundle  Setup - Pricing

Multi-Race Bundles current support two 
types of pricing: 
1. Discount on Event Price - the bundle 

is priced by the sum of the normal 
price for the included events with a 
discount.

2. Registration Periods - you set up 
registration periods indicating the 
exact cost of the bundle for each 
date range.
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Multi-Race Bundle - Registration Flow
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Multi-Race Bundle  Advanced Settings
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Multi-Race Bundles Advanced 
Settings allows display settings, 
giveaways, questions, Add-ons, and 
BIB assignments to get configured 
per Bundle.



Limitations
▷ No Coupon Codes

▷ Can transfer in/out of the bundle

▷ Individuals that transfer out of one race may not qualify for bundle perks 
so you’ll have to monitor the transfers.

▷ Accounting is not included in the summary report but has to be pulled 
from the race that has the Multi-Race Bundles set-up.
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New and Coming Soon
▷ Support for private events that are only available in a bundle but not at the 

individual race. We already support loyalty lists within a bundle.
▷ CRM Reporting for Challenges and Series.

▷ Accounting will be addressed in 2021 with all funds getting split at time of 
transaction thus reporting at the race level vs. custom multi-race reporting. 
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Any questions?

You can find me at:
eric@runsignup.com
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Thanks!
Any Questions?


